Abstract: An underwater acoustic communications system designed to transmit 20 kbit/s over ranges from 100 m up to 5 km between a semi-autonomous underwater vehicle and a surface vessel moving with up to 20 knots relative velocity is presented. Under these conditions, attention must be given not only to the steady-state equalisation capability of the receiver, but also to its ability to respond to sudden changes in channel profile due to sudden movements of the remote vehicle. In addition to conventional packet-based transmissions, a novel continuous transmission system was also implemented during the experimental stages. Instead of using distinct channel probe, training and data blocks, a continuous training sequence was added on top of a continuous data transmission. Advantages of continuous additive training sequences (CATS) such as an improved tolerance to burst errors, greater data throughput and flexible re-synchronisation ability will be highlighted. These are balanced against the disadvantages of increased receiver complexity and compromised ambient noise performance. Results of several seatrials will be presented to verify the performance of the system at short and long ranges using both static and dynamic platforms. [Work sponsored by DERA Winfrith, UK.] 
Introduction
This paper describes research directed towards conceiving a digital underwater communications system to the following specification -Sustained data rate of 20000 bits per second.
-Both source and receiver may be moving with a relative velocity of up to 20 knots. -Operating range, 0 to 5 km.
-Shallow water (100m or less) Of these requirements, it is the high permissible relative velocity and the long shallow channel that were anticipated to be the most problematic.
Conventional Adaptive Receivers
A single carrier, burst mode system is the conventional design used almost universally for coherent underwater communications. A typical burst (or frame or packet) is illustrated in figure 1. After an initial channel probe designed to synchronise the receiver, a sequence of known symbols is transmitted. This is used to train the receiver's adaptive equaliser(s) and to initiate symbol timing and carrier phase recovery. Afterwards the equaliser and timing loops use the estimated data symbols to continue to adapt and track.
Channel Probe
Training Symbols Data Symbols Figure 1 . A frame of data from a conventional burst mode system.
Continuous Additive Training Sequences (CATS)
A point of concern with the conventional system is the compromise that must be struck in choosing the length of data packets. Two opposing extremes can be envisaged :
-Very long packets are used. If a burst of errors occurs during a packet, however, tracking may be lost completely until the beginning of the next packet, which could be many bits in the future. -Very short packets are used. Now, however, a disproportionate amount of time is wasted transmitting training symbols at the expense of data throughput.
The problem with very long packets is that the success of the carrier tracking loop and of the equaliser adaptation depends on the reliability of the data estimates at the receiver. A more robust system which can tolerate decision errors has been envisaged where the separate training packets are replaced by a low level continuous training sequence added to a continuous data stream. The potential advantages of this scheme are:
-No time or bandwidth need be surrendered for training.
-If tracking is lost, the receiver may choose to re-synchronise at any point in the data stream.
-The training and data occupy the same time-frequency space and are, therefore, subject to exactly the same channel conditions.
The last of these points was seen as an aid to maintaining tracking, even under severe channel conditions. The only disadvantage was seen to be the loss of information power that must be surrendered to the training sequence leading to a loss in performance against ambient noise. As the primary source of interference is assumed to be ISI, however, this was not seen as a serious drawback.
CATS Implementation
The transducers available had a bandwidth of approximately 10 kHz. To achieve the specified data rate, at least two bits per symbol must be transmitted. For this reason, a QPSK data modulation scheme was adopted. After modulation, a known pseudo-random training sequence, also modulated using QPSK, is added. The magnitude of the training sequence is half the data magnitude, forming the transmitted signal constellation illustrated in figure 2. The basic concept behind the receiver for these signals is that the training code would be used initially for frame, carrier phase and symbol synchronisation as well as training the equaliser. The data sequence is estimated after the known training code has been subtracted from the equaliser output. As soon as the mean-square-error (MSE) of the data estimates drops below a predefined threshold, the sum of the estimated data and known training symbols can be used to maintain synchronisation and adapt the equaliser.
If the channel conditions suddenly change or a burst of noise occurs, it is likely that the data estimates will be momentarily unreliable. With a conventional decision directed system, this can lead to error propagation and the complete collapse of the receiver until the next packet begins. Using the continuous training scheme, however, the receiver has the option of ignoring data estimates which it believes to be unreliable and using only the known training symbols to update the tracking loops and equalisers.
The benefits of this facility are shown in figure 3 which compares the performance of a conventional system with a continuously trained one using a simulated channel. Initially, the mean-square-error of the continuously trained signal is slightly worse due to the inferior performance against ambient noise. At 0.15 seconds, a burst of ten random decisions was introduced. The effect with both systems is a sudden rise in the MSE. The continuously trained system detects this rise and elects to temporarily ignore the unreliable data estimates, using the training symbols alone to achieve re-convergence. The conventional system has no such option, however, and tracking is lost. 
Acquisition
It was initially intended that acquisition and initial synchronisation would be achieved by forming the crossambiguity function between the received signal and a stored replica of the training code. Unfortunately, the results of early sea-trials indicated that a replica length of around 100 ms would be needed for reliable operation. Taking into account the range of possible Doppler scalings, this implied that thirty or more Doppler channels would be required, each with a BT product of 1000. The computational requirements were deemed too expensive and an alternative scheme was devised.
An obvious way to reduce the complexity of the acquisition algorithm is to use a Doppler tolerant training code. This would mean that only a single correlator would be required no matter how long the replica is. The only class of waveforms that are optimally Doppler tolerant are linear period modulation chirps. A coded sequence can be made to approximate the behaviour of such chirps if the phases of the symbols are chosen to follow the same logarithmic law as the corresponding chirp.
Obviously, if the training code is Doppler tolerant, it will no longer be possible to estimate the relative radial velocity of the transmitter prior to the tracking phase. This is essential when using continuous training sequences in order to maximise the probability of successful convergence. If two successive Doppler tolerant sequences are transmitted, however, the time delay between them can be measured and the velocity estimated. To avoid ambiguity, the two sequences should have low cross-correlation, so a down-chirp followed by an up-chirp is used. If this combination is Doppler scaled, the time delay between the peaks of the correlator outputs will vary according to the range-Doppler coupling of each chirp, and also because the chirps appear to be closer or further apart (depending on the direction of motion). The choice of down-chirp followed by up-chirp ensures that these two effects will reinforce each other rather than cancel one another out (as would be the case for an up-chirp followed by down chirp). It can be shown, in fact, that the apparent time delay between the two chirps will be:
where T is the chirp duration, v is the relative velocity, c is the speed of sound, f c is the centre frequency of transmission and B is the bandwidth. In practice, the quadratic term is insignificant and can be discarded giving an approximately linear relationship between relative velocity and time delay.
After analysing the pair of chirps, the receiver will possess an accurate estimate of the Doppler compression factor and a reasonable estimate of the start time of the sequence. The previous version of the acquisition algorithm also provided an approximation of the channel response so that the feed forward filter(s) could be initialised. It has been found in the past that it is difficult, if not impossible, to use an estimate based on a chirp correlation. The smallest of Doppler spreads introduces large phase errors. Instead, the channel estimate is provided by cross-correlating a further sequence of 500 symbols (1000 samples or 50 ms) of the training code with a stored replica. These samples are read at a Doppler corrected sample rate derived from the chirp analysis.
After acquisition, the only implication of this modification to the tracking phase of the receiver is that the training code now has intervals where the phase is a continuous variable (during the occasional chirp pairs) rather than having only four possible values (during the normal QPSK transmission periods). Data transmission continues throughout.
Tracking / Equalisation
The tracking and equalisation section of the receiver is illustrated in figure 4 . Important features include :
-A joint symbol timing and carrier synchronisation loop incorporating an integration term to compensate for large Doppler offsets.
-A fractionally spaced feed-forward filter (FFF) and a feed-back filter (FBF) forming a non-linear equaliser suitable for channels with deep fades.
-Variable gain applied to the data symbols fed back into the FBF and timing loop based on the estimated meansquare-error (MSE).
The joint symbol timing and carrier synchronisation loop is based on a design described in [1] . A subtle modification has been made to the low-pass filters used in the feedback loop. An extra integration term is introduced which adds the long term average of the carrier frequency to the current error feedback. This means that large frequency offsets associated with high Doppler rates can be maintained without the need for a constant phase error in the symbol estimate.
The only other departure from a conventional tracking and equalisation structure is the subtraction of the training symbols prior to data estimation and the re-addition of them before decision feed-back. 
Initialisation / Convergence
Conventionally, before the training stage of an adaptive receiver the equaliser taps are initialised to small random values. Very early in this research it was found that this was not likely to lead to reliable convergence for this system. During the convergence stage the data symbols are unknown and actually form the dominant source of noise preventing convergence using the weaker training symbols alone. It was initially hoped that with low step size settings in the equalisation algorithms, convergence could be achieved regardless. Unfortunately, in realistic sea trials this was not the case.
The first refinement concerned the initial state of the feed forward filter taps. During acquisition, after synchronisation and Doppler estimation, a cross correlation is performed between the received signal and a block of the known training sequence. This forms a rough channel estimate used to initialise the FFF coefficients. At the start of the tracking phase, most of the FFF energy is at least in the correct taps and at roughly the correct phase. The result is faster and much more reliable convergence. It is suspected that the main reason for this concerns the symbol timing and carrier synchronisation loop. Without some form of FFF initialisation, this loop can lose track very quickly. The carrier tracking is particularly sensitive because only a fraction of a wavelength error can be tolerated before tracking is lost.
If the response of the channel is known, it is possible to solve equations for the ideal FFF and FBF coefficients. This was attempted using the estimate obtained during acquisition but proved to be ultimately fruitless. The errors in the coefficient estimate vectors proved so large that the convergence rate was, in fact, worse than that observed using small random initial states. It was found that the most reliable convergence is obtained with the FBF initialised to all zeros. This starts the adaptation with the smallest possible mean-square-error in the FBF vector.
In order to cope with a long channel response the length of the FBF had to extend to 150 symbols (15 ms). With such a large filter, it was found that to control the combined errors of 150 feed back taps, the FBF equaliser step size would need to be reduced to an unreasonably low value. To solve this problem, a variable length feed back filter was introduced. The operation of the new FBF is outlined below :
-Upon initialisation there are two separate feed back filters one has zero length (i.e. it doesn't do anything) and the other has a length of 10 taps.
-The tracking phase proceeds using two independent feed back filters creating two separate outputs. Symbol timing and carrier tracking is based on results from the shorter filter.
-Every 250 symbols, the average MSE of the two outputs is compared. If the longer filter is performing better, the length of both filters is increased by ten.
-Continue until the maximum filter length is reached.
When the lengths of the filters are increased, they are not simply extended by order of delay. The next block of ten taps to switch on is chosen based on the auto-correlation function of the channel. The blocks are turned on in order of the estimated multi-path energy at the various delays. Typically this means that the first block to switch on is the block with the shortest delays corresponding with the paths close to the direct path and any residual ISI from the FFF. The next blocks to switch on correspond to the strongest multi-paths. Finally, to accommodate paths that may only emerge during tracking all of the taps are eventually switched on. Figure 5 shows how this ordering is decided using a simple example. 
Sea Trials -Ship Towed Transducer Trials
There have been several opportunities to test the communications scheme in sea trials throughout the course of the work. In most cases, two vessels were used. From one, a receiver array of hydrophones was deployed and the signals recorded for subsequent processing. From the other, a transducer was towed transmitting a pre-recorded test sequence of symbols. Several sets of data have been recorded this way under a variety of conditions, e.g. different ranges, relative velocities, channel responses etc. Figure 6 shows an example of typical results from a trial in 1999.
In the course of these trials, successful communication has been established over ranges up to around 2.5 km and with relative velocities up to around 4 knots. As the transmitted sequence is fixed, the bit error rate of the received signal can be measured. It varies between a minimum of only one error in thousands of bits up to a worst case of around 3 %. Figure 6 . Examples of the received signal constellation after equalisation etc.; feed-forward filter coefficients and feed-back coefficients from a ship-towed transducer trial.
ROV Trials
After several successful ship-towed trials, the ambitious aim of the final trial was to use a small ROV as the platform for the transmitter. Furthermore, the data transmitted would be real-time encoded images sampled from the vehicle's built in camera. Image compression was accomplished using a novel, robust hierarchical wavelet tree algorithm [2] , allowing reasonable quality images to be recovered even when the error rate rises to 3 % or more.
As both the receiver array and the ROV were deployed from the same boat, the maximum range for this trial would be much shorter than before; no more than around 100 m. Normally this would imply low ambient noise levels but potentially high inter-symbol interference. A combination of equipment difficulties and a noisy local marine population meant that both the noise and ISI were significant sources of interference. Despite these problems, successful contact was made as shown in figure 7 . The length of the feedback filter has been reduced to limit the selfnoise of the adaptation algorithm, otherwise the receiver algorithm is identical to the one used in the previous longer range trials. Figure 7 . Examples of the received signal constellation after equalisation etc.; feed-forward filter coefficients and feed-back coefficients from the July 2000 ROV trial.
The constellations in figures 6 and 7 show the distribution of 1000 symbols. It is clear that the ROV trial results appear slightly noisier. Although the bit error rate cannot be measured (as the transmitted information is unknown) the mean square error was estimated for a sixty second section of the data. This is plotted in figure 8 . For most of the time, the mean square error averages at around 0.4. Theoretically, this would imply a bit error rate of less than 1 %. The "bursty" nature of the MSE would suggest, however, that a higher error rate should be expected.
Judging by the absence of frequent error artefacts in the decoded images, the estimated MSE averaged over the whole run would be between 2 and 3 %.
Conclusions
On balance, continuous additive training sequences do not hold quite the promise that it was initially believed. They do, however, represent a realistic alternative to conventional burst mode systems. Using the refinements detailed, robust tracking has been achieved under a variety of conditions. Remaining problems concern acquisition and initial convergence of the adaptive receiver. It is possible that the addition of short occasional purely training blocks could have alleviated these difficulties. To maximise data throughput, however, such concessions were not tested during this research.
